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Municipal yields rallied sharply during the quarter, with most of the decline in yields occurring in March. The predomi‐
nant trends acting on municipal yields during the first quarter of 2011 included the dearth of supply, the continued out‐
flow from municipal bond mutual funds and a modest recovery from the “Whitney effect” of last December. Referring
to Figure 1 and Figure 6, we can see that while yields declined across the entire yield curve during the quarter, the rally
in yields was more pronounced in the 10‐to‐15 year area of the yield curve. Yields in the 10‐to‐15 year area of the
curve rallied by approximately 40 basis points on average, while the rally in yields at both the front and back end of the
yield curve were more moderate, averaging between 20 and 30 basis points for the quarter. Referring to Figure 1, we
can see that relative to year ago levels, municipal yields are modestly lower in the short to intermediate area, while
modestly higher in the longer maturities. This type of yield curve reshaping (bullish steepening) has favored invest‐
ments in the 3‐to‐7 year maturity area of the yield curve. As a result of yet another asymmetrical rally in yields during
the first quarter, the municipal yield curve experienced a modest bullish steepening as intermediate‐term yields de‐
clined more than either short or long‐term
yields. As such, while the overall shape of Figure 1
the municipal yield curve ended the quarter
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quarter yield spread of 141 basis points. As a
result the overall municipal yield curve as
measured by the 2s‐to‐30s yield spread
closed out the quarter 7 basis points steeper
at an ending level of 417 basis points.
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At approximately $43 billion, total municipal
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supply, which includes both tax‐exempt and
taxable issuance, was down roughly 70 per‐
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cent from the elevated level of nearly $130
billion for the fourth quarter of 2010 and
was down approximately 55 percent from
year ago levels. As we can see from the chart, part of the explanation for the marked decline in total issuance from the
fourth quarter of 2010 lies with the elimination of the Build America Bond program (BABs) which was discontinued in
December of 2010. As a result of the programs non‐extension, issuers of BABs rushed to market during the final quar‐
ter of 2010, increasing the issuance of taxable municipals by approximately $30 billion during the fourth quarter of
2010. However, even adjusting for the loss of the BAB program, tax‐exempt issuance was down markedly, as reflected
by the comparison to year ago levels. The ongoing reduction in supply is indicative of issuers staying away from the
market as municipalities cut spending levels to work toward balanced budgets. And according to the Wall Street Jour‐
nal, when state and local governments have borrowed, they have borrowed less. According to the Journal; “The me‐
dian municipal‐bond deal in the first quarter was $5 million, the lowest since 1999. In 10 of the past 11 years, the me‐
dian first‐quarter deal was $6 million to $8 million.” And with the phase‐out of Federal ARRA funds to the states in
2011, supply may remain well below the record 2009‐2010 issuance levels. Thus far, however, the reduction in supply
has acted as a partial off‐set to the outflow from municipal bond mutual funds, providing support for municipal yields
during the first quarter.
According to information from the Investment Company Institute or ICI, investors have pulled approximately $32 bil‐
lion from US municipal bond mutual funds since November of 2010. And while these fund outflows have placed signifi‐
cant pressure on municipal yields over the past four months, the outflows moderated during the month of February as
negative credit headlines receded. This is reflected in Figure 3 which graphs the monthly net cash flow data for munici‐
pal mutual funds from ICI. However, Federal Reserve Flow of Funds (FOF) data shows that households, the largest
buyer of municipal bonds, were adding to their holdings during the fourth quarter of 2010 even as money was being
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pulled from mutual funds that invest the mu‐ Figure 3
nicipal securities. In addition, the FOF data
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Minutes, asserted that in 2011, “50 to 100
significant local municipal bond defaults would occur, totaling hundreds of billions of dollars.”) In our opinion, this di‐
chotomy of behavior highlights the fundamental difference between the investing behavior of retail fund advisors con‐
cerned with underperforming short‐term benchmarks and those of buy‐and‐hold individuals and advisors focused on
long‐term investment value.
And as illustrated by Figure 7, municipal bonds continue to offer good relative value as reflected by the ratio of munici‐
pal yields to Treasury yields. As can be seen in Figure 7, municipal yields as a percentage of Treasury yields remain at
historically high levels with ratios for all municipal maturities exceeding 100 percent of Treasury yields. This represents
an average premium in municipal bond relative value of just under 30 percent across the entire yield curve. Histori‐
cally, municipal bonds have always been priced to yield less than taxable Treasury bonds due to the value of the em‐
bedded tax preference in tax‐exempt municipal securities. However, referring to Figure 4, we can see that since the
start of the current financial crisis in mid‐2007, municipal yields have consistently traded above taxable Treasury yields.
This on‐going divergence between taxable and tax‐exempt yields, continues to provide a unique opportunity for long‐
term buy‐and‐hold investors who can benefit from the tax exemption of municipal bonds, to profit from this anomaly.
As can also be seen in Figure 4, municipal yields, which rose sharply and independent of Treasury yields after the Mere‐
dith Whitney interview, have now retraced most of that rise, benefitting those who added to their positions during the
fourth quarter of 2010.
In addition to individual investors, the ongoing anomaly in municipal yields has increasingly attracted cross‐over inves‐
tors, i.e., institutional and non‐taxed non‐traditional investors who believe there is value in tax‐exempt municipal
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bonds which are trading at yields very close to Figure 4
equivalent quality corporate bonds. However, as
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pal market has undergone a seismic shift as the
process of “credit discovery” has replaced undifferentiated trading based on an over reliance on credit ratings overly
influenced by the presence of municipal bond insurance. This is reflected in Figure 5 by the marked increase in the risk
premium to a level five‐times the historical average. While clearly this has created dislocation in a market overly de‐
pendent on third‐party insurance, it has also created enormous opportunity for those with both the ability and experi‐
ence to properly evaluate the underlying munici‐
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As we stated in our last quarterly commentary,
we continue to believe that the fiscal crisis facing
states and municipalities, is cyclical and not sys‐
temic. As such, we have maintained that many of
the recent Cassandra‐like reports extolling the
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coming market‐wide calamity in municipal debt greatly exaggerates the nature of the problem by ignoring the vast
differences in fiscal conditions across states and localities and most particularly within different segments of the mu‐
nicipal market itself. Clearly state and local governments are facing significant near‐term fiscal challenges driven pri‐
marily by a cyclical decrease in revenues stemming from the most debilitating recession since the Great Depression
coupled with the particular impact of the collapse of the housing bubble on property tax values. Given our outlook for
a slow and extended recovery, particularly with respect to employment, we believe these pressures will continue to
impact governments and impair their ability to provide services at current levels, resulting in additional reductions to
local services in an effort to reduce budget deficits. To date, most municipalities are taking responsible action to re‐
duce fiscal imbalances. For this reason we continue to maintain that this is an operating crisis not a debt crisis and as
such, the vast majority of state and local governments will remain both creditworthy and solvent. As we stated last
time; “security for GO and dedicated revenue bonds is very strong, and is provided for in state constitutions, statutes,
covenants with bondholders and local ordinances”. Therefore we believe that the risk of impairment for municipal
state and local government bondholders is quite limited and as such, we believe that municipal bonds remain an ex‐
cellent investment option, “promising safety of principal and an adequate return” to those able to separate the wheat
from the chaff by way of “thorough analysis.”
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Figure 6
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